Visualization of Large Volumes of Information Using Different Representations
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Abstract

The visualization of large volumes of information requires mechanisms to reduce the amount of information to be displayed. In this paper we propose a technique to combine the usage of filters, like the degree of interest function [Furnas86], with different, scale dependent, representations. This eliminates the need to create new representations or use graphical attributes to show the degree of interest of each object. This approach is especially useful when the number of variables is large, or the information density is too high.

The method can be complemented with zoom mechanisms and distortion of the position of the objects in space, taking advantage of the reduction of the area occupied by the objects with less interest to increase the area available for those with a higher degree of interest, normally located near the focus.

1. Introduction

To visualize large volumes of information we need mechanisms to reduce the amount of information displayed: use of filters, identification of different levels of interest, reduction of the number of variables represented, use of multiple representations with amount of detail varying with the scale of representation or the degree of interest of the object.

In this paper we propose a technique to combine the use of degree of interest functions [Furnas86] with different, scale dependent, representations.

In order to generate a fisheye view of a structure the degree of interest function was introduced by Furnas [Furnas86]. This function is useful to eliminate non relevant information and also to determine the type of representation [Sarkar92], [Fairchild93].

The degree of interest function assigns to each point in the structure a number which is a measure of the user’s interest in seeing that point. The value of the function in a point \( x \) depends on the *a priori* importance of the point, \( \text{API}(x) \), and on the distance between \( x \) and the current focus, \( y \): \( \text{DOI}(x|y) = \text{API}(x) - \text{D}(x,y) \). The distance may correspond to euclidean distance or to a semantic distance. Only the points whose DOI is over a given threshold, \( k \), are displayed. This means that the amount of information effectively displayed depends on the value of this threshold.

In this paper we consider the degree of interest function even if a focus is not specified, assuming in this case that the distance function is equal to zero everywhere, i.e., the DOI function exactly matches the *a priori* importance.

An object can have multiple representations with different levels of detail. When dealing with real world objects, the most detailed representations correspond to exact shape, dimension and position of the objects, while the less detailed ones may be conventional symbols. When visualizing abstract information, all the representations are symbolic and it is easier to change the position of the objects in order to make good use of the display area.

In any case we need a criterion to select the representation to be used. This criterion must take into account the scale of the representation, but also the density of information and the user’s interest in visualizing a particular object. In order to obtain intelligible representations in the smaller scales, it is necessary to adapt the representation by reducing the level of detail, or eliminating some objects or grouping several objects into a unique representation.

If there is a large amount of information to visualize, the representation must be simplified and part of that information eliminated. Semantic criteria can be used to select the objects to eliminate. These criteria can be based on degree of interest functions. These functions can be used, not only to eliminate information, but also to establish different levels of interest. Objects with less interest can be associated with less detailed
representations, normally reserved to smaller scales. In this way there is no need to create new representations or to choose attribute values in order to identify different levels of interest.

This approach is specially advantageous if there is a lot of variables to represent or the density of information is too high, because it reuses previously defined representations and also simplifies the representation of less relevant information. The ratio

\[
\frac{\text{quantity of relevant information}}{\text{quantity of represented information}}
\]

increases, since the amount of relevant information is the same, but the total amount of information displayed is reduced.

2. Related work

In [Sarkar92] fisheye views are used to visualize graphs. The position, size and amount of detail of each vertex of the graph are calculated using the \textit{a priori} importance of each vertex and its distance to the focus. The method was applied to a particular type of abstract objects, graphs.

In [Stonebr.93] there is a hierarchy of representations with different levels of detail. Each representation has two associated constants: the maximum and minimum screen window sizes, specified in the application coordinate system, for which the representation is appropriate. This approach is used in a system for database support of scientific visualization applications.

In [Frank94] a hierarchy of representations, multi-scale tree, is used to organise the visualization of an object according to the scale of representation. As the scale grows, the level of detail increases. This approach is proposed in the scope of cartographic generalization.

Both Stonebraker et al. [Stonebr.93] and Frank and Timpf [Frank94] describe methods to deal with representations with different levels of detail for objects with spatial reference, they do not consider the inclusion of semantic criteria. In both cases the objects can be represented with a wide range of representations, from very complex ones to simplified symbols.

A different approach is presented in [Fairchild93]. Each object type is associated with a list of representations and the visualization is determined by the value of the degree of interest function of a particular object, without any restrictions derived from the scale of representation. This method is applied to abstract information, which is less restrictive in terms of positioning and dimensioning of the objects, as pointed out above.

The Virtual Reality Modelling Language [VRML96] provides a means of creating, viewing and interacting with 3D scenes. It is possible to build a list of representations for an object with various levels of detail or complexity associated with a list of distances from the object to the user. The appropriate version of the object is chosen automatically based on the distance from the user.

A VRML file contains information about the graphical representation of the object and the interaction between objects and the user. But it does not include semantic information about the object. So, all possible variations of the representation must be established previously.

3. Use of multiple representations

For each class of objects a list of representations is provided, each one with an associated constant. This constant is the minimum scale factor of the window-viewport transformation that keeps the representation intelligible. For smaller scales the representation will be too small to be meaningful. For larger scales the representation has too few details but is perfectly intelligible and can be used for less relevant objects to simplify the visualization.

In this way we build a hierarchy of representations based on the smallest scale factor allowed for each one. As the scale factor increases, representations showing more details will be available. For scales smaller than the scale associated with the less detailed representation, the objects would not be represented.

Adjacent representations in the list can differ in level of detail or in type of representation. For instance, when dealing with georeferenced information, the same object can be represented as a symbol in a smaller scale, and its exact shape, dimension and position used in larger scales. This point would be further developed in section 5.

We want to choose the representation taking into account not only the scale factor, but also semantic criteria. Since it would not be correct to use representations which are not suitable for a given scale, representations defined for scales greater than the current scale are always excluded. However, less detailed representations can be selected to visualize information with less interest.

4. Multiple representations and degree of interest functions
As mentioned above, we want to have the possibility of selecting representations, not only according to the scale, but also including semantic criteria expressed by the degree of interest function.

A way to achieve this goal is to divide the range of values of the degree of interest function \( \text{DOI} = \text{maxDOI} - \text{minDOI} \) by the number of available representations, where the \( \text{minDOI} \) is the threshold value. Objects belonging to the upper interval will be displayed with the representation associated with the current scale\(^7\) or current representation for short. Objects belonging to lower intervals will be displayed using less detailed representations.

The worst case occurs when the current scale is associated with the simplest representation: all the objects of the same type will be visualized with the same representation. On the other hand, when the current scale corresponds to the most detailed representation, all the available representations can be used.

Let us assume that we have \( n \) representations, 1 through \( n \), with the \( n^{th} \) representation corresponding to the largest scale and the 1\(^{st} \) to the smallest one. The range of values of the degree of interest function will be split into \( n \) intervals, \( s_i \) through \( s_n \). If the representation associated with the current scale is \( k \), then objects belonging to the upper interval, \( s_n \), will be displayed with representation \( k \), objects in the interval \( s_{n-1} \) will be displayed with representation \( k-1 \), and so on. Objects in the intervals \( s_{n-k+1} \) to \( s_1 \) will be displayed with representation 1, the one with less detail. In other words, objects whose degree of interest, DOI, lies in the interval \([\text{minDOI}, \text{maxDOI}][\) are displayed using representation

\[
\text{current representation} - \text{delta}
\]

where

\[
\text{delta} = n - \left(\left(\frac{\text{minDOI} - \text{maxDOI}}{\text{maxDOI} - \text{minDOI}}\right) \div \frac{n}{n+1}\right)
\]

For \( \text{DOI} = \text{maxDOI} \), \( \text{delta} = 0 \) by convention and the current representation is used.

This approach does not make an optimal use of the usable subset of representations, 1 through \( \text{current} \), since more than one interval can be mapped to representation 1. To provide a more uniform distribution of the objects among the \( k \) usable representations, the range of values of the degree of interest function can be divided by \( k \) instead of the total number of representations, \( n \).

6. Example

To illustrate the proposed approach, let us consider the display of public buildings in a town plan. In this example four symbolic representations are used to represent the buildings. For larger scales exact representations should be included, as described above.

The simplest representation uses a single letter to indicate the type and location of the building. The remaining three symbols are obtained by drawing up to three concentric circumferences around the basic symbol.

\(^7\) The current scale is the scale corresponding to the image currently seen by the user. When using zoom techniques that keep context information like the one mentioned in section 6., the current scale may be different for each object.
Fig. 1 shows all the public buildings with the representation determined by scale, i.e. without involving any semantic criteria. In Fig. 2 the representation of each building is modified to reflect its a priori importance. Adding a focus (Fig. 3) the value of the degree of interest function changes and several buildings have their representations modified. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the effect of zooming the area near the focus. The zoom model used is the one proposed in [Robertson93] and [Cunha95]. In this model, the zoomed area is magnified without distortion but the global context is preserved. The scale factor is increased in the zoomed area and decreases uniformly when going from the border of the zoomed area to the periphery.

7. Conclusions

The combination of the degree of interest function with the selection of representations according to scale provides a powerful mechanism to improve the visualizations by:

- eliminating non relevant information;
- simplifying the representation of less relevant objects;
- enhancing the relevant information;
- keeping the visualization intelligible.
Including zoom tools that provide local detail and global context, selected areas can be amplified to occupy the space provided by the elimination or simplification of less relevant information.
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